
Translating the subject: Biology KS4 

What will you see in Biology Lessons?   
An observer to biology lesson would see the lesson follow a basic outline of stages, 
obviously in some cases the timing or nature of the lesson may change, but the general 
steps would be:  
Concept: A regular reflection on prior learning away from the point of learning. A new 
concept is introduced to students through use of an enquiry question- this is to help 
students understand the ‘why are we learning this?’ idea behind lessons. For practical 
lessons, it will usually involve a demonstration of the practical (video or teacher 
led)/introduction to the hypothesis.  
Quantitative Understanding: The second section of the lesson is more teacher led, 
teachers will use the resources at their disposal to develop the concept further by 
considering the factors which affect the concept and/or by providing contexts to which 
the concepts can be applied.  
Application:  Students apply the substantiative knowledge, or other quantitative 
understanding of the concept. This will usually happen in the form of an exam question 
which will be scaffolded e.g. I do, we do, you do. The use of a visualiser/’what a good 
answer looks like’ will be used for modelling in the case of a practical lesson, students 
carry out the practical and obtain data.   
Analysis or Complexity and Contextualisation: Next, we add more complexity to the 
questions, either in the form of longer worded questions in unfamiliar contexts, or by 
adding explain and compare command word questions. For practical lessons, the 
students will complete an analysis of the data from their experiment, usually by graphing 
the data & drawing a suitable conclusion based on the graph. Then, they will use the data 
to reflect on their original hypothesis. This may lead on to an evaluation of the practical 
where students use appropriate language to reflect on the validity the method they 
employed/data obtained.   

What will you see in pupils’ Biology Books?  
  
In students book you will see ‘do now’ retrieval activities at the start of every lesson, with 
feedback and improvements carried out in green pen. 
 
You will see a range of student responses to questioning, both short answer questions and 
longer exam style calculations and extended (6 mark) exam-style questions/answers. 
Assessment and feedback will be through a mixture of self, peer and teacher assessment.  
  
Over the course of their time here students will undertake a range of practical work including 
planning experiments, gathering, and recording data and analysing/evaluating data through 
graphing & other analysis techniques. The results of this practical work will be evident in 
students’ books.  
  
Where work has been assessment and feedback provide you will usually see evidence of 
improvement/intervention work being completed by students to ensure progress is made post-
feedback.  

What formative assessment will you see in Books 
Regular quick quizzes/short answer questions at the start of lessons to promote long 
term recall of key facts/ideas/equations  
  
Short answer questions relating to both assessment of knowledge and understanding of 
the content on a wide range of contexts, as well as application of maths and practical 
skills to Biology problems. 
  
As students’ progress through the course, they will move from short/basic questioning to 
answering more exam style questions on the relevant topics, of increasing demand (low 
through standard to high where suitable), again covering an increasingly wide & varying 
range of contexts  
   

What is the department currently reading and discussing, and why?  
  
What we are currently reading: The Ofsted Research and Review into Science education 
published April 2021  
Discussing any topics/TED talks/The day articles/current news/documentaries to add to cultural 
capital and hinterland 
  
  
Why?  
To help us review and improve our Physics curriculum.  
Cultural capital and hinterland are important in biology- it helps students to apply their 
knowledge to the ‘real world’ 

 


